


The wonderful Serebryanoe Lake is hidden 
in one of virginal corners of Russia. From 
times immemorial its water has been con-
sidered to be healing due to high content 
of silver ions. But only now the lake has re-
vealed its original wealth. Its depths con-
tain abundant natural resources of great 
value formed by the flora and fauna of the 
lake. For more then 4,000 years the fertile 
soil has been humbly waiting for being dis-
covered.

The natural fertilizer, rich in natural nutrients, 
numerous microelements and silver con-
tent, has a great fertilizing potential and 
exhibits unique qualities extremely helpful 
for growing plants. 

We get this product carefully preserving 
its original structure. We transport it to our 
production plant with caution, trying not to 
disturb this most valuable and relict combi-
nation of natural ingredients. As a result we 
have AgraniQ - excellent material to gain 
wonderful results in gardening.

(as well as an organic material known and used since old times) 

Fireworks of flowers 
You would certainly enjoy being surrounded by color-
ful, tender, elegantly composed floscules fed and in-
spired by AgraniQ. It will sure to come to your mind 
that you have produced the effect with your own 
hands. 

Like no other 
AgraniQ has no smell and looks like homogeneous 
paste. It is pleasant to touch and easy to treat. And 
it is much more interesting to work with AgraniQ then 
with anything common. Your plants are sure to feel 
novelty!

100% NATURAL
100% MODERN



Protected by silver
Silver is praised not only as jewelry. If your soil contains 
active silver, it will protect the newly grown plant against 
harmful bacteria, fungi and microorganisms. AgraniQ 
contains natural silver (Argentum Naturale) which accel-
erates nourishment, normalizes photosynthesis processes 
and protects your plant against external dangers. 

You stand to gain by it!
You give your plants organic nourishment 
and AgraniQ microelements. The plants, in 
exchange, gladden you with their extremely 
beautiful, green and juicy leaves.

Enjoy the result.
You are absolutely sure to be satisfied with 
your gardening experience. The result will 
make you smile more often.

Natural plant food 0,2 kg

VPE                    35

Palette              2520 (35x72)

EAN code         4670001890854



Your best way 
When it is time to transplant or repot your plants, ap-
ply AgraniQ onto the roots. Press the container once, 
and your plant will cheer you up with its healthy and 
flourishing looks for several months. It is as simple as 
ABC, and it always comes to good. 

Useful water 
Every time you are going to water your plants, 
add some AgraniQ into your watering-can. 
The material is highly soluble in water. In some 
days you will find out that the quantity and 
quality of your home plants have increased. 

Do everything correctly
If you are 100% sure that your green vegeta-
bles are absolutely naturally fed you wouldn’t 
miss the chance to add your greens in all your 
dishes. Taste it and feel the aroma is splendid. 

VPE                   30

Palette             960  (32x30)

EAN code        4670001890014

VPE                  12

Palette             384  (32x12)

EAN code        4670001890038

Natural plant food 0,5 kg Natural plant food 1 kg



Experiment! 
More then 2000 years ago Nebuchad-
nezzar II, the king of Babylon, grew the 
famous Hanging Gardens in honor 
of his beloved using a similar fertilizer. 
Now you are the owner of this mag-
ic product. What will you do with the 
help of it?

Everything would grow!
Be sure you are free to plant anything and any-
where you like! With AgraniQ you become a 
real master of plants. They would gladly obey 
and fulfill all your desires.

Three in one 
Use AgraniQ to minimize transplantation 
stress. The product has 3 functions vital for 
removing plants: it protects the roots against 
harmful diseases and blasts, provides natural 
nourishment, and supplies plants with addi-
tional water.
Pay special attention to the convenient and 
economic package of AgraniQ! One can of 
the stuff is enough to plant all your balcony 
flowers and your favorite citrus, ficus and olive 
trees, etc.

VPE                    -

Palette             168

EAN code        4670001890052

Natural plant food 3,5 kg

Natural



Created for effective work
We are glad to help you with the right selection of goods that suit your trade net format. We can 
deliver whole pallets of AgraniQ or combine various articles according to your order. You are free 
to order special stands and supports to display and present our goods in the sales area.  

NATURAL PLANT FOOD

In box

In palette

EAN code
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4670001890854
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960

4670001890014
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384
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-
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4670001890052

Stand 1 Stand 2 Post

Secures the poster
on the 3.5 kg can of AgraniQ.

Poster size: A4 or A3    

ArganiQ 0,2 kg 60 pieces  ArganiQ 0,2 kg 48 pieces
ArganiQ 0,5 kg 28 pieces 
ArganiQ 1,0 kg 20 pieces

  

200g               500g                   1.0kg                           3.5 kg



Keep your life GREEN with ARGANIQ!


